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The Messages
The Messages this
month are grave.
Jesus tells us that we are
in the last seconds of our
time.
He tells us that we are
living in the ‘times of
sin,’ in a time where sin
is considered good and
normal. His Laws are
becoming null and void;
our laws are corrupt.
He tells us that He is
Coming to destroy all
evil and Warns us not to
be a part of that evil.
We
remain
blind
because we do not
wish to see, we do not
wish to change. In the
Message of the 17 July,
Jesus calls us to become
a beacon, a light, to
guide His children back
to Him. Jesus is calling
us out. He wants us to
finally take on His Words
and become a ‘soldier of
Love.’ It is as though
the General has blown
the trumpet assembling
His troops.
He fills us with hope,
telling us not to despair
because He is in control
and we will win this
Battle! All we have to do
is follow Him in truth.
Abortion
Jesus also speaks this
month about abortion

and how our society tells
us that it is not a sin but
He tells us clearly that it
is murder. Interestingly,
there is an article in
this Newsletter which
describes just this, as if
to prove Jesus’ Words.
The article describes a
new tactic of an abortion
clinic trying to generate
custom. The language it
uses would convince all,
save the most stalwart,
that abortion is ok! It
is an appalling article.
Reading it made me
feel sick at the audacity
of the lies they tell! It
made me wonder if
there is nothing wrong
with abortion, why
should they try to hide
the truth and actually
tell lies about it? It does
not make sense.
Song Words
To be a follower of Jesus,
we must surrender to
His Will. We must die
to ourselves, battle with
self and give ourselves
over to Jesus.
There is a poem written
by Patrick describing
a
soul
surrendered
to Jesus. It captures
the mystical giving,
the beauty of a soul
surrendered.
If I were the devil
We came across a rather

eye opening clip from
youtube called ‘If I were
the devil.’ This was a
broadcast on US radio
by Paul Harvey in 1965.
We got the transcript
of it and put in it this
Newsletter. It really is
quite amazing, how it has
come to pass.
Global Warming, a
Global lie
We have all heard of the
effects of global warming
but what is the reason for
global warming? Jesus
tells us it is our sin as you
can read in this article.
Dying to self
A servant has written a
little about her experience
in the Journey of dying
to self. There are many
encouraging quotes from
Messages within this
writing and it is quite
inspirational.
Pilgrimage
The first of the write ups
about the Garabandal
Pilgrimage is in. It seems
to have been a great
pilgrimage and a joy to
read about!
Twenty Years
We continue our theme
of twenty years of the
House of Prayer with
an article written by a
servant who was here
from the beginning.
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The Messages of Love
Sunday 6 July 2014
Come, My beloved children,
do not despair of the times
that you live in. Even
though you see the darkness
progress into all parts of
your society, know that I
am with you.
We will win this battle, My
children, but we must wait
a little longer so that this
world will see how it has
offended its God.
Trust in Me, My children,
I am Coming to destroy all
evil with the Breath of My
Mouth. I shall slay all that
is not of Me.
Do not despair, My
children, My Remnant, for
your God is in control. You
must simply work in love,
sacrifice and prayer so that
My children come to see
and know Me before it is
too late.
Soon, I shall reclaim all that
has been stolen from Me.
Soon, I shall send My
Prophets out into this world
to prepare the Path of My
Coming.
Trust in Me, My children,
all is not lost. I Love you.

to the Truth.
You are in the dark times,
the ‘Time of Sin.’
A time when sin is considered
right and just.
Sin has become part of your
laws, where you go against
the law of the country if
you do not accept sin but,
yet, you go against My Laws
if you accept the laws of
these corrupt governments.
Those who follow Me in
these times of darkness will
become outcasts, they shall
be looked down upon by
their friends, family and
neighbours because they
will not agree with the laws
of sin.
Look how your society
convinces itself that it is not
sinful when a man lies with
a man or a woman lies with
a woman but, I tell you, it
is sin.
Look how your society tells
you that it is not a sin for
parents to murder their child
within the womb before it
is born but, I tell you, it is
murder.
The countries of this world
have become corrupt; My
Mother’s prophesies of La
Friday 11 July 2014
Salette come to pass.
Come, My people, wake up Prepare, generation, prepare


for I am at the door and
you are not ready for My
Judgement.
Repent, I Love you.
Tuesday 15 July 2014
My people, I call out to you
in Love.
I call out so that you will
know My Truth, so that you
will see what is happening
around you.
This world grows ever
darker with sin and so few
are willing to look at what
is truly happening. I have
given you many Words
throughout the centuries
and these Words are coming
to pass in your days but, you
are so unwilling to look that
you remain blinded.
You have allowed self to take
control of you. lucifer spins
his web of deceit and you,
My children, are allowing
yourselves to be caught in
this web. I am calling out to
you now in these Words to
tear yourselves free of the
lies of lucifer and see what
is happening.
Look at My Church: My
Truth is being destroyed
from within its walls, it is
being ground down slowly
so that you will accept that,

that goes against Me, My
Truth and My Laws. The
corridors of My Church
have become cesspools
of sin. Many cardinals,
bishops, priests, nuns and
brothers no longer follow
Me but they follow the web
of deceit that lucifer has
placed before them. They,
in turn, deceive My children
with the lies of lucifer that
they spew forth from their
mouths in order to deceive.
I have told you of these
times.
I have Warned you that
these things would happen
but still you remain blind.
You are in the last seconds
of your time and you do not
realise it that all is about to
end and begin again.
Do not be a part of that
which must be cleansed.
Rise up and see the Truth,
My children.
I am Coming.
I, your Saviour, am Coming
to free you from the shackles
that lucifer has placed you
in.
Prepare!
I Love you.
Thursday 17 July 2014
Children of love, I call out
to you in these Words of
Love. Let them penetrate
your hearts so that you, too,
shall know My Truth; so
that you, too, may become
My Hands, My Feet and My
Lips.
I am calling out to you, My
little ones, in these Words
of Love so that you take
on My Words in truth and
become a soldier of Love.

My children are in need,
they are dying.
Become a beacon, a light,
to guide them back to the
safety of My Fold.

Be the truth that I am
calling you to be and do
not be afraid for the ‘Time
of Grace’ is upon you, the
time when I shall send My
Prophets into this world and
this world shall know My
Truth. They shall see that
I am not a dead God but I
am a God of Power, Love,
Truth and Wisdom.
Listen, My people, listen,
for you are in the ‘Time of
Preparation.’
I Love you.
Tuesday 22 July 2014
Belmullet
My Heart is like a great
diamond that shines with
the light of many suns on
this earth. The evil that you
create by your sin is like


the clouds that block out
your sun. The sun’s light
is necessary on this earth to
keep it alive; its light gives
you many things that keep
you alive.
Understand, My children,
the Words I try to speak
to you. Understand that
the Words I speak are not
a garbled language that
you do not understand. I
speak not in parables but
in comparisons of what
it is really like. But, this
generation
only
hears
a garbled language that
translates into what they
want it to be. The tongue
inside their heads is forked
and they only see Me
as a God who is absent
because they do not seek
My Presence in their lives,
they do not see the clouds
between My Light and them
is of their own making.
I speak many Words to this
world through My Prophets
and in an individual’s heart
but, because of a lack of
dying to self, the Words are
tainted with self.
I speak these Words in this
intimate and simple way so
that you might understand
My cries for love, so that
you might understand the
Language of Love that I
speak.
You, who read these Words,
I am in your heart as your
mind touches the Words
that you read. I am Alive in
you as you read these Words
and My Presence in you is
more necessary to you than
the air that you breathe.
My Words are the Spiritual

Nourishment that you need
in order to live before even
your heart begins to beat.
I am the Spiritual Water
that sustains you and keeps
you alive. You know, My
children, that if you do not
have earthly water to drink
then you will die. So, too,
it is with you spiritually.
Many of My children are
ill with sin. They do not
see because the ones who
work for Me spread more
infection because they do
not spread the Truth.
My Truth, My Word, My
Love, My Presence within
you is the antidote that you
need to fight off the infection
that is sin. In many of My
friends I am a God who is
absent, they do not see that
I Am is here.
Monday 28 July 2014
Soon, I will Come, My
people, to call My own to
My Side and those that have
not walked with Me will be
cast into the eternal fire.
I do not call you to judge
who is worthy of being at
My Side for you do not see
men’s hearts as I see them.
One may walk in darkness
by your judgement but, by
My Judgement, he walks in
Light; one may walk in the
Light by your judgement
but, in My Judgement, he
walks in darkness.
I do not call you to be
judges.
I call you to be ardent
followers of My Truth.
Be lights in the darkness, be
examples of love.
Be kind, non judgemental,

caring and loving workers of
My Vineyard.
Open your eyes to the Truth
and see what is happening
around you. If you call on
Me, I will show you for
you live in a time of great
deceit.
I Love you, My people, I
Love you and I call you back
into My Truth. You accept
so much sin in your lives
and ignore its existence yet,
you call yourselves followers
of Mine. Remember, I
have already told you that
clean water and dirty water
cannot flow from the same
pipe; rid yourselves of sin,
die to self and come, follow
Me and the scales shall fall
from your eyes.
I am calling out to you in
these Words as time rapidly
culminates and the events
prophesied of this world
shall take place. Many of
these events that I, and My
Mother, have told you of
already take place in this
time but you are too blind
to see them. You look for
sensationalism and miss that,
that is right before you.
Open your eyes and see the
Truth for there is little time
left. I Love you.
Tuesday 29 July 2014
Truth I give you, My
children, Truth is what I
am.
I have not hidden the events
of these times from you.
I have told you what would
happen and how mankind
would turn away from his
God.
I have told you of the great


apostasy within My Church.
I have told you that
the
“Abomination
of
Desolation” would sit in the
place that he should not
be.
I have told you all these things
yet, you have not listened
and have brought about
your own destruction.
Wake up and see the Truth
for you have little time left
before I must cleanse this
earth. My Angels march;
listen and hear the Armies
of Heaven as they approach.
Look to the skies and see.
I have Warned you and
you have not listened. My
Coming is imminent and you
are not preparing. You will
not be able to say “…but,
Lord, I did not know” for I
have already Warned you.
Repent, My children, repent!
Your God approaches,
repent!
I Love you.
Thursday 31 July 2014
Look deeply at the Words
that I give to you, My
children, do not just read
them, live them for I am
Coming soon.
Read the signs of your times
and understand that I am
close.
I ask you to prepare.
I ask you to become lights in
the Army of Love.
Do not desert Me, My
children, but come, walk
with Me for We have much
Work to do.
I Love you.

Appeal

Once again, we must ask for your help in the Name of our
Master, Jesus, for it is His Work that we do. We are all trying
to fulfil His Dream through the Messages of Love.
Some people think that the Patricks and the servants receive
wages but, be assured, that neither the Patricks, nor any of
the servants, within the House of Prayer, receive a wage.
We are all voluntary.
The donations that come into the House of Prayer are put
straight into the Work that Jesus has asked of us but, at this
time, we are in debt of £11,500 and we need your help to
meet this.
We are sorry that we are always asking for your help, we
have no one else to turn to except you, the children of God.
We need your help in both the prayer and material sense.
We are sorry but we dearly need your help in meeting the
overheads and the ongoing renovation work of the Houses
of Prayer.
Thank you for your help. We love you in the Name of Jesus
and His Holy Mother. Amen.

The Messages of Love on
The Messages of Love are now posted on our Facebook page as soon as they are
released. A lot of the time this is on the very day they are given and they are getting
a very positive response.
Facebook does have a lot of bad points but it is a great tool to get the Messages out
and out quickly around the world.
If you are on Facebook or know anyone who is and would be interested in the Messages,
go and like our page https://www.facebook.com/MessagesOfLovetheTwoPatricks
(Or search on Facebook for ‘Messages of Love as given to the two Patricks’)


Song Words
by Patrick Rushe

Stand I
Before Thee
With the yielding of my heart.
Only Thee
Can break
Through the veil,
Layered thin,
And worn through
With longing
And, need of Thee.
And the flame burns
And burns the desire
And strengthens
That flame planted
In me by Thee.

Impaled now
Upon the cross
Of self dying,
No desire of escape.
No desire
But through Thee
And in Thee
And with Thee
And to Thee.
And I,
Between
The heavens and the earth
No abode save Thee.
And yet,
The flame burns ever…

And still Thou run
As the waters deep
Hidden from the eye,
Yet closer than the eye.

And still Thou run
As the waters deep
Hidden from the eye,
Yet closer than the eye.


Abortion clinic:
we “gently”
remove “tissue”
As we know, the business of abortion makes a lot of money from women who are often in
a state of shock by their unplanned pregnancy and thus can be vulnerable and easily led into
making what seems to be a ‘quick fix solution’ in aborting their baby. This abortion quite
often becomes the biggest regret of their lives.
Here is one abortion business advertising their services. They are competing in New York
City and try to convey to the customer in their advert that they are different. They paint
the most beautiful of images in describing and promoting their services. You would think
you were going to be in the most gentlest of hands and have a therapeutic procedure done
rather that have your baby killed!
At the end of this article, it gives a true account of what the advertisers left out: that this
unborn baby who has been developing for seven weeks is not ‘a bubble’ or an ‘empty sac’
but it has a beating heart, it is a person.
When I was ten weeks pregnant, my baby was kicking her legs during my first scan!
This article proves how deceptive this world is. It was found on the following site: http://
liveactionnews.org/abortion-clinic-we-gently-remove-tissue/
(6:34pm, 14 Jul 2014, Sarah Terzo)

Revolutionary
In New York City, there are
a number of abortion clinics
competing to catch the eyes
of abortion minded women.
One of these clinics is
‘Early Options.’ Their tagline
reads “Early Abortion &
Miscarriage: a Revolutionary
Medical Practice.”
When a woman goes to a
clinic to end her pregnancy
and kill her unborn baby,
it’s not really called a
“miscarriage” but since
the word “abortion” still
carries stigma, redefining

the word “miscarriage” for
their patients is apparently
something this abortion
clinic is happy to do.
SoftTouch
This clinic has apparently
pioneered an abortion
method
called
the
“SoftTouch.” According to
the site:
“SofTouch® is the safest,
most noninvasive method.
The doctor simply inserts
a soft flexible tube through
the natural opening of
your cervix, and applies
gentle pressure. This quietly


“releases” your late period
and induces a miscarriage.
Because it is a natural
release there is immediate
recovery and you can rest
assured that when you
are ready, you can become
pregnant again.”
Gentle pressure
The clinic’s website does not
say what is actually providing
this “gentle pressure.”
Perhaps it is a hand-held
pump syringe. Either way,
they are advertising these
abortions as “natural” and
“gentle.” But are they really

natural and gentle to the
baby?
The
clinic
instructs
prospective patients to:
‘Let go of your worries and
let us care for you. You will
leave feeling supported and
confident that you can get
pregnant when the time is
right.’
Therapeutic
They say:
‘We have spent over fifteen
years developing our
approach to patient care.
It is transformative to be
in an environment that is
welcoming, respectful and
non-judgmental. You will
not feel like you are in a
traditional “clinic” but in a
truly therapeutic and warm
doctor’s office. A companion
is welcome to be by your
side.’
Early Options
On another page ‘Early
Options’ describes an
abortion at seven weeks.
They’ve even included a
nice little picture for us:

The text next to the picture
says:
“Ending early pregnancy
doesn’t need to be any more
complicated than getting
your yearly pap test.
A “bubble”
You have an early pregnancy
if you have only missed one

or two periods. At this
stage, it’s more like having a
miscarriage. It’s comforting
to know that you’re ending
the pregnancy before you
would even know if it
may be viable. An early
pregnancy consists of tissue
similar to your menstrual
tissue and a “bubble” of
fluid, called the gestational
sac. The pregnancy itself is
invisible.”
Seven weeks. An empty sac.
A pregnancy that is “tissue
similar to menstrual tissue.”
Nice and easy. Right?
Unfortunately, this is not the
reality.
At seven weeks
‘The Endowment for Human
Development,’ a site not
affiliated with the Pro-Life
movement or any religious
group, has photographs of
unborn babies at different
stages of development. It
also has fetal development
facts and information.
Here are some of the things
that an unborn baby has at
seven weeks:
• a four chambered, beating
heart
• a liver and kidneys
• fingers and toes
• knee joints
• ears
• the ability to have the
hiccups
• if female, developing
ovaries
• a brain that gives off brain
waves
An empty sac
Here you can see the
beating heart of a sevenweek-old child.
(website provides video)


The clinic workers and
abortionists at ‘Early
Options’ know what these
babies look like. They know
that these children are not
“tissue” or “a late period” or
“fluid” or “an empty sac.”
Misleading
The language they use is
meant to be misleading.
Women are not supposed
to know what is inside them
– they are not supposed to
know the reality of what
their baby looks like or what
he or she can do, they are not
supposed to know the truth
about what the abortion will
do to their child.
The picture on the website
can’t be seen as anything
other than a blatant lie. The
empty sac that it shows
is not a seven-week-old
baby or even a four or fiveweek-old baby. This is the
information that’s out there
aimed at abortion minded
women. This is what the
clinics are telling them. We
need to tell them the truth.

If I were
the devil
Paul Harvey
Paul
Harvey
Aurandt
(September 4, 1918 –
February 28, 2009), better
known as Paul Harvey, was
a conservative American
radio broadcaster for the
ABC
Radio
Networks.
He broadcast News and
Comment on weekday
mornings and middays,
and at noon on Saturdays,
as well as his famous ‘The
Rest of the Story’ segments.
From the 1950s through the
1990s, Harvey’s programs
reached as many as twenty
four million people a week.
‘Paul Harvey News’ was
carried on one thousand,
two hundred radio stations,
four hundred Armed Forces
Network stations and three
hundred newspapers.
Prophecy
Below is a transcript of a
famous radio broadcast/
prophecy he made in
1965.

If I were the devil
“If I were the devil … If I were

the Prince of Darkness, I’d
want to engulf the whole
world in darkness. And
I’d have a third of its real
estate and four-fifths of its
population but I wouldn’t
be happy until I had seized
the ripest apple on the tree
— Thee. So I’d set about
however necessary to take
over the United States.
Do as you please
I’d subvert the churches first
- I’d begin with a campaign
of whispers. With the
wisdom of a serpent, I
would whisper to you as
I whispered to Eve: ‘Do as
you please.’ To the young,
I would whisper that ‘The
Bible is a myth.’ I would
convince them that man
created God instead of the
other way around. I would
confide that what’s bad
is good and what’s good
is ‘square.’ And the old, I
would teach to pray, after
me, ‘Our Father, which art in
Washington…’
10

Families at war
And then I’d get organized.
I’d educate authors in how
to make lurid literature
exciting, so that anything
else would appear dull and
uninteresting. I’d threaten
TV with dirtier movies
and vice versa. I’d pedal
narcotics to whom I could.
I’d sell alcohol to ladies and
gentlemen of distinction.
I’d tranquilize the rest with
pills. If I were the devil, I’d
soon have families at war
with themselves, churches
at war with themselves
and nations at war with
themselves; until each in its
turn was consumed. And
with promises of higher
ratings, I’d have mesmerizing
media fanning the flames.
Evict God
If I were the devil, I would
encourage schools to refine
young intellects but neglect
to discipline emotions - just
let those run wild until, before
you knew it, you’d have to
have drug sniffing dogs and

metal detectors at every
schoolhouse door. Within
a decade, I’d have prisons
overflowing, I’d have judges
promoting
pornography
- soon I could evict God
from the courthouse, then
from the schoolhouse and
then from the houses of
Congress. And, in His own
churches, I would substitute
psychology for religion and
deify science. I would lure
priests and pastors into
misusing boys and girls and
church money.

Symbol of Christmas
If I were the devil, I’d make
the symbol of Easter an
egg and the symbol of
Christmas a bauble. If I
were the devil, I’d take from
those who have and give to
those who wanted until I
had killed the incentive of
the ambitious. And what do
you bet I couldn’t get whole
states to promote gambling
as the way to get rich?
Marriage is old-fashioned
I would caution against
extremes and hard work,
in Patriotism, in moral

conduct. I would convince
the young that marriage is
old-fashioned, that swinging
is more fun, that what you
see on TV is the way to be.
And thus I could undress
you in public and I could lure
you into bed with diseases
for which there is no cure.
In other words, if I were the
devil,- I’d just keep right on
doing what he’s doing.
Paul Harvey, good day.”
True
Don’t you think this rings
very true for today’s
world?

Dying
to self
Never heard
‘Dying to self’ - I had never
heard of this statement
until I became a servant in
the House of Prayer. I had
read the statement in the
Messages from Jesus but
failed to take on its meaning
or, most likely, I did not
want to see the meaning at
that time in my life!
My
understanding
of

‘dying to self’ is ‘self’ is our
pleasures in this world. This
world calls us away from
Jesus and, as self is buried
deep in all of us, a legacy
of original sin, we yearn
for and cling to the things
in this life that take us away
from God.
Strong a hold
We get caught up in self’s
power and do not even
realise how strong a hold
it has on us until we try
to break away from it.
We constantly seek life’s
comforts and the so-called
11

‘good things’ of this life - we
even justify them by telling
ourselves that we deserve
them but all of the selfish
things in life leaves no time
for Jesus.
Happiness
The evil one dangles worldly
pleasures in front of us, i.e.
bigger houses, cars, TVs,
holidays, perfect bodies,
etc. etc. And we chase
after these like headless
chickens believing they will
bring us happiness! All they
do is block Jesus from being
fully in our lives.

Me, me, me
I see self as all being about
me, me, me! Me getting
priority over Jesus,
My
Lord and my God. I come
first, Jesus fits in there
somewhere!!! Me living my
life the way I want to - not
living my life the way Jesus
wants me to.
Self is like blocks that I have
built up over the years and
they are preventing me from
coming to Jesus.
Jesus said on Friday 10
August 2012,
“...When the blocks are
removed between you and I
then – in your part – you will
draw Me to you.
...Were it that the “drawing”
would be sooner! I Love you
all.”
Justify
Oh, we may justify the self
within us by saying, ‘I do
nothing wrong, I go to Mass
and Confession’ but, as the
song says, ‘I go to church
on a Sunday, the vows that
I make, I break on Monday.
The rest of the week, I do
as I please but come Sunday
morning, I’m down on my
knees.’
This is not good enough.
This is an insult to Jesus!!
We have all been going to
Confession for years and
probably telling the same
sins over and over again promising faithfully not to sin
any more. (Sound familiar?)
Lo and behold, a few hours
later, we are caught up in
gossip or ridicule, perhaps
we have taken the Lord’s
Name in vain, or told lies
etc. etc. It is now time to

take stock: before we only
pulled the weeds, now we
must remove roots and all.
This is what ‘dying to self’
means to me.
Offer this to Jesus
We must listen to that
little inner voice - that
little inspiration and follow
through what we know we
must do. For example just
eat one biscuit, offer the
sacrifice to Jesus; fast just a
little longer, offer it to Jesus;
put off the TV, spend some
time in prayer and offer this
to Jesus; do I really need
another coat or shoes? Buy
them for someone else or
give the money to charity,
offer this to Jesus.
Declutter our hearts
On Friday 24 August
2012, Jesus advised: “...
Today, I ask of you that you
would take these inspirations
that I give you seriously. Do
them. Do not wait until the
self in you has talked you out
of them. When I inspire you,
do it immediately. Do not
count the cost but do it.”
Through prayer, fasting and
sacrifice we get closer to
Jesus. Jesus cannot come
fully into our hearts until
our hearts are empty of the
desires of worldly pleasures
and things. We must chip
away all ‘self’ - declutter
our hearts in order to make
room for Jesus - so that He
can fill us with His Love and
Graces.
“...Know, My little ones, you
must begin the Journey
of dying to self, you must
remove self so that you can
see My Truth for self blocks
12

all Truth. If you cannot see
Truth then you cannot live
it.
Remove all that is not of Me
from your lives.
Prayer and sacrifice should
become the greatest part of
you for, as you fast, self will
rebel but will be brought
under control. Find the sin
within your life and remove
it...” Monday 6 August 2012
On Tuesday 7 August
2012, Jesus advised us, “...
Self is your enemy and you
must overcome it in order to
see the Truth of My Ways...”
Practise ‘dying to self’
And this is what ‘dying to
self’ is all about. See the
Truth, Jesus’ Ways and
not my ways!! In order to
become an empty, clean
vessel for Jesus to fill us
with His Love and Graces,
we must practise ‘dying
to self’ from we get up
in the morning until we
go to bed at night! Yes,
it will be a struggle but
the Holy Spirit, within us
from our Confirmation, is
there to help us to block
self. Come to think of it,
if people practised dying
to self, greed, addiction,
lust, adultery, abortion etc.
etc. could be wiped out
completely!!
A caress for Jesus
There is a beautiful quote
from Saint Thérèse: “There
is but one thing to do here
below: we must offer Jesus
the flowers of little sacrifices
and win Him by a caress!!’
The
flowers
of
little
sacrifices are the dying to
self and each little sacrifice

is a caress for Jesus. What a
beautiful thought!
Still struggling
I am still struggling with my
dying to self but I kind of
got a handle on it by setting
myself a target which began
with one dying to self a day
and work up from that.
Before sleep I check if I have
filled out my target. More
often than enough I can see
quite clearly where I got
that ‘little inspiration’ and
did not act quickly enough
as Jesus had advised and let
‘self’ in. But each day is a
new day and Jesus is there
to pick us up when we fall.
Praise You, Jesus!
Gain a stronger control
You must keep the words
‘dying to self’ to the
forefront of your mind
each day or self will gain a
stronger control over your
life. Dying to self is about
you being in control. There
is no reward here on this
earth, just a beautiful feeling
of inner joy and peace and
a longing to go deeper into
Jesus. A beautiful reward
awaits us in Heaven for all
eternity.
“...Claw back, My children,
with the Sword of Truth, the
time that you have given
back to self. ...Clear the Path
that would lead you to Me.
...Fight again, to recover the
ground that you have lost. I
stand in the midst of you, I
stand with Love...” Sunday 2
September 2012
Messages and Teachings
Praise You, Jesus for Your
beautiful Messages and
Teachings.

“...I have called many to help
but they do not come. They
live in a world where the
world is everything. They
believe that if they must give
up something then it could
not be from Me. There are
others who offer Me much
and then let others know just
how much that they have
offered. This is not dying to
self.
Dying to self is a giving and
not counting the cost.
Dying to self is a learning to
do My Will in place of your
own will. It is the will of man
that has led the world to
where it is in these days.
...It matters little of the things
of the world, it only matters
about
your
Heavenly
treasure...”
Do not look back
If you truly love Jesus and
want Him fully within your
heart, put your hand on the
plough and DO NOT look
back at your old life with
envy or longing. Practise
dying to self. We have just
read Jesus’ own Words to
us!! He is our Lord and
God, Our Saviour who
Loves us so much, He begs,
pleads for us to follow Him
and know eternal joy with
Him in Heaven. Kill the
self within and enjoy a new
birth!
Look, My little children, I give
you a new Path.
A Path of
Peace,
a
Path of Life,
one
that
this
world
does
not
understand.
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...Do not be distracted, My
little ones, but come, follow
Me.
Do not allow this world to
take you away from Me.
...Die to yourselves, children,
for the wheat grain cannot
produce fruit unless it dies
and it is likewise for you.
You must die to the things
of this world for they only
clutter the Path and hide it
from your vision...” Sunday 12
August 2012
Believe in Jesus
Believe in, belong to, trust,
love and need Jesus.
...Begin to die to yourselves
and you shall begin to
understand. My Words, My
Way, seems complicated
because you look at it
through your humanness.
Trust in Me, My children,
and I will show you. I will
Teach you but you must
begin to trust, must begin
to die to yourselves. The
more that you die to self,
the more I will be able to fill
you with the knowledge, the
understanding of what I am
saying.
...When you begin to deny
yourselves the things of this
world, you will begin to see
My Truth and many things
shall open before you. Trust
in Me, My little ones. I, your
Jesus, Love you.” Wednesday
15 August 2012

Global Warming
is a Global Lie

Do it now
Once again it’s June, and
coming up to the Feast of
the Sacred Heart. However
while
reading
through
previous Messages that Jesus
gave for the Month of the
Sacred Heart, I came across
a Message that He gave on
Friday 19 June 2009. This
Message seemed to me to be
very unusual. “My children,
I Love you. This Day is about
My Love, its celebration.
It is a Day of Love and a

Day of Joy. It is necessary
to celebrate this Day in its
fullness. Do not wait for the
world to celebrate it with
you; let the dead bury the
dead for many have neither
the eyes to see nor the ears to
hear My Words.
Many things are still to come,
My children. The seas will rise
to reveal many things and
they will give up the dead
that they have held. They
will also reveal many living
things that men have placed
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there to do destruction
with. A dark time prevails
on the world, its claws ever
tightening. Many walk away
from Me thinking that the
world will save them....
Reveal many things
For me, Jesus is clearly
saying in this Message that,
the seas will rise up to reveal
many things and they will
give up the dead that they
have held. This in itself is
unusual because common
sense would tell you that
the waters would have to
decline to reveal dead.
However, Jesus is Truth
and once more His Words
have been proven as true.
Look at this article found
online at www.bbc.co.uk/
news/science-environment27742957

“Rising sea levels have
disturbed the skeletons
of soldiers killed on the
Marshall Islands during
World War Two. Speaking
at UN climate talks in Bonn,
the Island’s foreign minister
said that high tides had
exposed one grave with 26
dead. The minister said
the bones were most likely
those of Japanese troops.
Driven by global warming,
waters in this part of the
Pacific have risen faster
than the global average.
With a high point just two
metres above the waters,
the Marshall Islands are
one of the most vulnerable
locations to changes in
sea level. The 29 atolls
that make up the Marshall
Islands are home to around
70,000 people. The corals

that have formed the island
chain are highly vulnerable
to the surrounding seas.
The waters are not just
threatening to overwhelm
their defences, they are
eroding roads while the salt
makes the land infertile.”

It is the sin
Also Jesus points out in the
Message of 19 June 2009,
that there will be no place
to hide in a Godless world
that seeks only science as
its god. If we look at this
article, the scientists are
blaming “Global Warming”
for the rising seas revealing
its dead. Our God is telling
us through the Messages of
Love that it is the sin on
the earth but our scientists
are telling us it’s “Global
Warming.”
Scientific “facts”
Confirming once again the
Words of Jesus, the internet
has become a stronghold for
the youth of His world to
“educate” themselves with
science. Sites like Facebook
have pages dedicated to
all kinds of blasphemous
scientific “facts” and quotes.
One in particular explores
the theories of Charles
Darwin and his theory of

evolution. This particular
page has an average of
sixteen million likes and
posts are shared every day
on Facebook. This confirms
the Words of Jesus when He
explains that the world has
made science its God. But
for those of us who have
faith, we chose to believe
the Words in Matthew
11:25... “At that time Jesus
answered and said: I confess
to Thee, O Father, Lord of
heaven and earth, because
Thou hast hid these things
from the wise and prudent,
and hast revealed them to
the little ones.
Pray for us
I am remembering a prayer
that my mother taught me
as a child which is... “Dear
Lady of Perpetual Succour,

spotless Mother of God, we
choose Thee as the Mistress
and Lady of this house.
Guard it, dearest Mother,
from pestilence, lightning,
fire and tempest, from
schisms and heresies, from
air raids and the malice of
enemies. Keep us from all
sin and harm, watch over
our going out and coming in
and preserve us from sudden
death. Pray for us, that we
may serve God faithfully in
this life and, hereafter, see
the blissful image of His
Face. Amen.
True Master
In this, the child of God
is appealing to God for
protection through His
Mother, recognising Him
to be the true Master of the
earth.

Wednesday 12 March 2008

...This earth is dying, children, can you not see this? As time passes your seasons will
change at an ever increasing rate, famine and desolation shall sweep this earth
as the earth begins to rebel. Science cannot see this in their blindness, they make
presumptions in their lack of knowledge. Global warming is what they say, rebellion
against sin is what I say. Soon an event shall take place that will baffle science and
mankind shall be thrown into confusion and panic. Only My own shall understand
that the Hand of their God is at Work. Come close to Me, My children, and brace
yourselves for the rapids for this shall be a rough ride for mankind...
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Pilgrim’s
Progress
Diary of a Pilgrimage
...Like the Way of My Sacred
Heart,
a pilgrimage is a journey;
a journey to My Heart...
A Time of Finding:
Paray-le-Monial
As this was my first
pilgrimage trip, I was in the
happy position of having no
expectations beforehand of
all that lay in store for me
in the wonderful places the
pilgrimage would visit.
The trip itself was so
pleasant and peaceful and
even though the hours were
quite long and the driving
tiresome, we had lots of
fun along the way as Jesus
opened more and more
doors for us in His Own
inimitable Way. We picked
up all the other pilgrims on
the way and the chatting got
going and they started to get
to know each other.
The Sacred Heart
Jesus told us in the pilgrimage
Messages that He would
meet us in Paray-le-Monial,
the Cradle of the Sacred
Heart espoused and so
proclaimed to the world by
Margaret Mary Alacoque.
We drew in to the quaint

little north-eastern French
town and, after leaving our
bags at the hotel where we
were to stay, we went to
the little Apparition Chapel
straight across from it.
What an experience!
I happened to be up near
the front and inadvertently
found myself right in the
middle of the choir. What
an experience! All the boys
and girls around me were
young charismatic singers
who worshipped Jesus in the
Blessed Sacrament in such
an honourable and adoring
way, bowing so sedately
and solemnly during the
Consecration. Not only these
but everyone in the chapel,
both locals and visitors, did
the same and the priest led
the way. I was so moved,
never having experienced
such veneration. The sisters
of the Visitation greatly
added to this beautifully
contemplative atmosphere
by the sweet French hymns
they offered to Jesus behind
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secluded curtains.
Solely Jesus’ doing
At night, I was sharing a
room with another servant
and it was wonderful to
hear of all their spiritual
experiences and memories.
Neither of us had any idea
initially that we would be
going on this pilgrimage and
it was solely Jesus’ doing
that brought us together
and closer to Him.
Mystical Presence of Jesus
We all had blissful moments
of Adoration in the very
nearby Adoration Chapel
of Saint Jean and had also
an opportunity to visit the
Chapel of Saint Claude de la
Colombière. Both of these
chapels, through their holy
historical art and design,
silence and music exuded
still further special insights
to the Mystical Presence of
Jesus.
I really did meet Jesus
Finally, the priest in Paray,
Fr. Jean-Rodolphe Kars who
had converted from the

Jewish faith many years ago
and is fluent in English and
German as well as French,
granted the group so much
of his time, providing
a guided tour of all the
Blessed Shrines, individual
confessions and Mass in
English.
Everyone left
Paray-le-Monial uplifted and
I know that I left thinking
that it would be so difficult
to surpass this experience or
to find its equivalent.
I really did meet Jesus in
so many wonderful ways
in Paray-le-Monial and for
this, dear Lord, I thank You
profoundly from the depths
of my heart.
A Time of Finding:
La Salette
The second leg of our
journey was possibly the
longest in terms of the
amount of miles we had to
cover but again the journey
was pleasant and nothing
untoward happened to ruffle
our spirits. On the last part
of the journey, we pulled
up to help a young lady
and her children who were
stranded by the roadside, as
their car had given up the
ghost on a long hill. Shaun
who was driving our bus,
knew we had to stop and
offer any help we could, as
it happened however, they
were able to contact the
AA and continue on. All
we had to offer them was a
bottle of water to cool them
down as they waited.
Wild flowers
I had the pleasure and
privilege of driving our
minibus up the long winding

road to La Salette, a most
beautiful setting in the
foothills of the French Alps.
One of the final highlights
of our trip towards La
Salette was stopping off
before our destination to
gather wild flowers to place
before the Blessed Virgin,
as She had asked. Shaun
was like a wild Antrim goat
the way he shinnied up the
hillside to get the best and
brightest flowers in sight for
our Mother, Mary!
These Words
On arriving, in La Salette,
we went straight to the very
site where Mary met Melanie
and Maximin all those years
ago as they shepherded
their little herds.
The
location is so beautiful, it is
indescribable. While I had
seen pictures of this in the
past, and had read Melanie’s
Message in full at the House
of Prayer the previous week,
it had never really registered
with me just how beautiful,
mystical and important all of
these Words and events are
to the world and to Jesus’
Plan for humanity. Seeing
Mary on her knees crying in
front of the children in such
lifelike dimensions brought
the immensity of the events
home to me in a very
dramatic and powerful way.
Flowers
The view from the hilltops
is absolutely breath-taking,
I managed to get up to the
summit before we left and
said my prayers looking out
over the snowy-topped and
rugged mountains all around
me. The ascent upwards
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was delightful as there was
nothing all around me on
the little pilgrimage path
but a myriad of beautiful
colourful little flowers of
all hues, smells and sizes.
Nothing like these in the
Sperrins, I thought to myself
– no turf either, just all the

flowers you could imagine
and fine grazing right to the
very top! No wonder the
Blessed Virgin asked Melanie
and Maximin to pick flowers
for Her - I really never saw
anything quite like it.
Filled the whole valley
Again, we were looked
after so well by the priests
and staff at La Salette, once
more we had Mass said for
the group by an American
priest and the whole story
explained to us in a personal
way by a little priest from
Burma, Fr. Valentin.
It
was wonderful to be able
to participate in the Divine
Office in French and
celebrate the Feast of John
the Baptist. The priests and
Nuns sang the Office and
their prayers which were
broadcast outside filled the
whole valley.

A procession
At night there was a
procession with lit candles
along the path following the
footsteps Mary took as She
walked with the children
(the little Burmese priest
told us Her Steps mirrored
those of Jesus as He Carried
His Cross to Calvary) and
hymns were sung in several
languages in Her honour
by the various international
groups present.
Before we left La Salette,
we were invited to bring
home bottles of Holy Water
from the Blessed Well Mary
struck. It is the only stream

which, during the quite
severe winter months up in
the Alpine mountains never
freezes over and the Water
runs freely forever. There is
so much to tell of La Salette
that I do not have enough
space in this small article
to recount it all! Blessed
be Mary and Blessed be all
who visit Her and think of
Her and talk of Her and Her
kind Words of Warning to
the world.
A Time of Finding: Lourdes
One of the highlights of
our trip to Lourdes was a
sighting two of the pilgrims
had. They had been hoping

to see them as they traversed
the mountaintops of La
Salette but it wasn’t until we
were on our way south, to
Saint Bernadette’s Marian
site, that the two golden
eagles flew in front of the
bus and only the two who
sought them earlier were
given a passing glance. Jesus
is so bountiful and gracious
but we must only recognise
that it is Him, always Him,
who gives us these Gifts,
who sends us the people,
challenges, problems we
receive as we travel through
our
everyday
affairs.
There is no such thing as
a coincidence for
the true Christian
– Christ is behind,
above, below and
within everything
that
happens.
Even if we can’t
see the good in an
event for ourselves
at present, we
must always rest
assured that He does see it
and He only ordains what
is right for us and for our
spiritual welfare ... always!
His Presence
We, for our part, were
invited on the pilgrimage
to keep Jesus always with
us, to open our hearts and
minds to His Presence and
KNOW that He is here.
Lourdes
was
another
spiritual plateau for me. I
had never been to any of
these Blessed sites but I had
always heard of Lourdes,
from my childhood. What
an epiphany – to see the
glorious chapels built above
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the very spot, a rugged
rock-cave beside the river,
where Bernadette had the
beautiful Visitations from
Our Lady. They were built
with such engineering, such
architecture, such devotion,
one on top of the other,
that it is so difficult to
describe. The magnitude
of the statues and Mary’s
Crown hits you as you enter
the gates – this truly has to
be one of the world’s most
important Christian sites.
There were priests and nuns
everywhere and literally
thousands of pilgrims. We
lit large candles and said
prayers for our loved ones
in front of the Blessed Shrine
of Our Lady.
Happiness
We had installed earlier at
the B&B where we were so
graciously welcomed and
treated by the manageress
who did all she could to
make our séjour the most
productive and comfortable.
There were other groups
there too and a great buzz
and happiness filled the
large dining room as we had
an evening meal together.
Our Lady’s Messages
The following morning we
went back to the Shrine to
have a proper visit. I saw
a myriad of disabled people
being wheelchaired by their
carers to a special Mass, a
sight so dignified it warmed
my heart. We were given
two hours to mill around
and try to participate in as
much as we could and give
as much of ourselves to Jesus
as possible. I availed of the

opportunity to see into the
wonderful chapels, look at
the statues all around, read
the glorious inscriptions of
Our Lady’s Messages to
Bernadette. We had Mass in
one of the small side-chapels
which seemed numerous
and heard that there was
an international Mass taking
place. The previous night I
saw a man give some money
to a child, then I recognised
him on the altar
concelebrating
Mass for us, a
young
Bishop
from Uganda,
later on I saw
him again go in
to one of the
smaller
main
chapels
for
Adoration.
I
know Jesus has
given him many
Graces too.
How privileged we were
I went to the baths and
was astounded that I was
invited in immediately,
there were no queues! I
found the whole experience
most pleasing, exhilarating,
refreshing and spiritual.
I was treated with such
respect by the volunteers
who were obviously there to
provide everyone with the
best service possible. Little
did I realise at the time how
privileged we were to have
this opportunity to bathe
in the Holy and Healing
Waters of Lourdes. After I
came out, it struck me that
all the thousands of people
who were there earlier on
and last night must be at the

international Mass. I also
had the thought that this
bathing in Lourdes is really
for Christians throughout
the world what the Ganges
is to the Hindus or the
Jordan is to the Jews, a holy
site where we can immerse
in the water and clean
ourselves as Mary indicated
to Bernadette and become
cured of our physical and
spiritual illnesses.

Throngs of people
I strolled along, continuing
to admire and feast my eyes
on all the beautiful images
which surrounded me and
then saw an underground
passageway. I remembered
one of the pilgrims noting that
there was an underground
chapel somewhere nearby.
Just then as I walked down
the pathway, a whole new
experience
overwhelmed
me. There were literally
thousands of people coming
out and priests were singing
harmoniously in Latin and
I saw through the crowds
what must have been a
hundred priests walking and
chanting in unison. Mass
was just over and I was just
landing! I walked happily
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against the throngs of
people as they merrily came
out into the sunshine after
this multicultural Encounter
with Jesus. What was most
striking to me here, besides
the beauty and wonder of
happening to inadvertently
‘stumble’ into this delight,
was the very large hanging
pictures of our most famous
Saints from all over the
world. I gazed and prayed
to these – there
must have been
over a hundred
of them too and marvelled
at how fitting
it is that their
images all be
together
here
in this venerable
location.
Shining example
All in all, I had an
incredible and most fulfilling
range of experiences here at
Lourdes as well and, for this
Love, I thank most sincerely
Jesus and Mary and
Bernadette for her shining
example of obedience, piety
and humility.
Garabandal
What could surpass Lourdes,
or La Salette, or Paray-leMonial? All of these are
so different and hold such
a spiritual charm – they are
in many ways incomparable
and still they are all sites
chosen by Jesus and Our
Mother, Mary. I had only
ever dreamed of going to
Garabandal – I was unsure if
I ever would or how I could
– and now, here I was, on
my way to Cosio, to Jesus’

Soledad House of Prayer.
Beautiful site
Heaven had picked another
beautiful site and a humble
group of poor little rural
children, all, in their own
way, just like Melanie and
Maximin of La Salette. The
story behind Garabandal and
the testimonies given by the
four girls and the ensuing
Apparitions and Messages
given by Our Lady are all
so, so important and still so
unknown by the world and
hidden, or even denied, by
the Church.
Four years
Mary came to
visit the children
over a period of
four years here,
walking all around
Garabandal and
blessing all the
houses.
The
children
were
so taken up in
ecstasy as Mary
spoke to them
and all of this was
photographed,
televised and recorded and
still we have let it fall almost
into oblivion.
A spirit of greed
Some years ago, Jesus asked
the Two Patricks to look
further down the valley
for His House as there
was a spirit of greed which
had come to the fore in
Garabandal. This greed can
befall us all as we seek ways
to make money, not least
out of the spiritual Blessings
bestowed upon us by God,
in His Bounty. We often fail
to realise that everything we

have - even if we think we
worked for it and deserve it
– is God-given, and as such
it should be used for God’s
greater Glory and not solely
to our advantage.
We
should always remember
Gods spirit of generosity and
strive to emulate this with
everything which comes our
way too.
Walking to the Pines
I had the wonderful
opportunity of walking to
the Pines with the other
pilgrims and again seeing
with my own eyes, for the
first time, the site of Mary’s

Apparitions. These pilgrim
experiences make everything
so real and, in this instance,
it became so much easier
for me to envisage the
young girls and walk in their
footsteps when I was actually
in the very spot where Mary
appeared to them. Again
all the images and work
done around Garabandal
tells their story.
Building the structures
The people themselves
seem to be building the
structures year after year
with no official support from
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either Church or State. I
also managed to climb the
mountain top here and say
the all the Mysteries of the
Rosary at the breath-taking
and inspiring Stations built
once again on a winding
path which mirrors the
Way Our Lord walked to
Calvary. Here too, I ran
back down the mountain as
at La Salette a few days ago,
my mind, body, spirit and
soul renewed, revitalised,
reblessed. I was able to
drink of the Holy Well and
once more fill up more
bottles of Holy Water to
bring back home.
Here too, we
were welcomed
with open arms
by the local priest,
who invited us
through
our
Spanish servant
interpreter,
Elizabeth, to a
special Mass.
Private
Adoration
The group were
also given the key to the
chapel in Cosío so we could
avail of private Adoration.
The little chapels here are so
sedate, solemn and simple
that the holiness exudes
from them and the priest
spoke with such reverence
at the Consecration of the
Mass, holding Jesus in the
Blessed Eucharist with such
esteem, that we all came
to know how deep his faith
and love for Jesus is...

Cathal
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The Prayer Meeting
I will pursue Him!
How?
How could anyone begin
to write and put into words
the Prayer Meetings on a
Wednesday night?
A different experience
Words spring to mind
like awesome, brilliant,
wonderful but none of these
would give you an idea of
what Jesus is doing. It is a
whole different experience

that can only be understood
between you and Jesus.
Jesus’ Love
I have experienced Jesus’
Love through these two
hours of song and praise
that stays in my heart and
soul and makes my whole
outlook different from week
to week.
Jesus’ Voice
I try more to look at others

with Jesus’ Love, not the
worldly outlook of ‘what
am I going to get out of
this?’ The world’s voice is
getting louder and louder
every day and Jesus’ Voice
is soft, gentle and soothing.
We listen more for the loud
voice of the world and Jesus
is waiting on us to turn to
Him.
Glance towards Him
All He wants to do is Love
us and keep us safe. We
have nothing that He needs
but a small glance towards
Him gives Jesus so much
happiness. Who could resist
this great Love, if only felt
for a second, would sustain
your heart and soul for a
lifetime?
Pursue Him
The Prayer Meetings on
Wednesday night have
opened my heart to a God
that I do not fully know
yet but I intend to pursue
Him and have a deeper
relationship.

The Power of Jesus
In the Prayer Meeting
Share my experience
I want to share my experience
of the Power of Jesus in the
Prayer Meetings.
His Love and Presence
His Love and Presence are
so strong and refreshing for
my body and soul. After
each session, I feel refreshed
and closer to Jesus, more
confident in prayer. Staying
in Jesus’ Presence in my
everyday life and giving

Jesus to others is becoming
easier as Jesus fills me with
His Love and Grace. As I
allow Jesus to knock down
the walls of self I have built
around me, I feel I have
energy to do much more
for God and depend totally
on Him.
Trust Him
He
knows
everything
and has the answer for
everything if we trust totally
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in Him. To adore Him is to
trust Him. To step out of
the old life into the new life
and give Jesus everything
from we open our eyes
each new day. Only then
can He Work through us in
everything.
Jesus gives us great Blessings
and we need to share them
with our brothers and sisters
and share His Love.
By a devotee of Jesus

Celebrating
Twenty Years
of the
House of Prayer
Twenty Years
Lift the pen and trust
As I sit to write, I can
honestly say I have not got
a clue what to write but I
believe Jesus is within me
and His Holy Spirit will
guide me if I draw on Him
and let Him. If I just lift the
pen and trust.
I have been a servant of
the Sacred Heart House of
Prayer for twenty years now
and I can truly say with my
hand on my heart, if it were
not for the Teachings and the
Words from Jesus, I would
be in a very different place
from where I am now. I still
have a lot of changing to do;
as Jesus asked us to change
and change radically.
Fasting from sin
I have learned about fasting
and especially fasting from
sin, how to kill the first

thought - where the sin
begins - and the damage it
can do to others spiritually
if I do not stop it.
I have learned that to fight
the first bad thought about
someone immediately and
ask Jesus to Bless the person
I am thinking bad about
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and, instead of harming
that person or pulling
them down, I am sending
a blessing to them but if I
continue to let my thoughts
run away with me and go on
to judge them, or be jealous
or angry etc. I am falling
into sin.

(If you thought it, you have
done it!) this is one I am
really working on.
A good turn
Another Teaching is doing
something for love of Jesus;
a good turn for someone,
giving up my self, not to
get a pat on the back but to
please Jesus.
Another is how little
things can be a sacrifice to
Jesus. Like not eating that
chocolate bar - it may only
be a small bar of chocolate
but it is not the size of the
bar but the doing without it
and offering that to Jesus.
Also, all the little times
when I felt Jesus asking me
to stop what I was doing
and say a prayer or be with
Him for a moment it is not
the amount of time but that
little moment given to Jesus.
All the little things lead us
to greater things.
Praying twenty-four seven
My life has been filled with
lots of prayer over the years.
As all mothers know, when

bringing up our children,
sometimes we need to be
praying twenty-four seven
and, as a mother of four
boys and one girl and twelve
grandchildren, I have lots to
ask Jesus for!
The Prayer Meeting
I have been attending the
Prayer Meeting in the House
of Prayer since it began and
it has been for me a really
wonderful experience each
week. The Prayer Meeting
is not like any other Prayer
Meeting I have ever attended
because we do not pray for
ourselves or our needs but,
as Jesus knows them all,
we leave them all to Him
and place all our worries,
our wants, our distractions
to the side and spend this
special time just giving Glory
to God, loving, praising and
thanking Him in song and
praise. It is very different
but so very powerful. I have
felt great love, I have shed
tears, I have felt great joy
but I cannot put into words
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the Peace and the Presence
of God that I feel. There
are no words to explain,
there are times when I just
feel so full of Jesus and His
Presence that I just want
to stay in these moments
forever and not move, not
wanting these precious times
to end. I feel Jesus so close.
I love the feeling that for
once I am giving this time
to Jesus alone, not begging
or asking for anything but
honouring,
loving
and
glorifying Him for His great
Love for me, thanking my
Lord and Saviour for all
He has done for me over
the years and I know that
for the first time in years I
am beginning to trust Him
more and more and leave
things in His Hands.
Jesus Christ
All Glory and Praise to
Jesus for all the Graces He
is pouring on His children at
this time, Jesus Christ, Son
of David, have pity on me
a sinner.

The Sacred Heart House of Prayer is open all year round.
We are open for any of you who would like to visit the House of Prayer.
You can come for a retreat to spend some quiet time with Jesus. There
will be a bed for you and open arms to welcome you! If you feel that you
would like to spend a night or two or more, please just lift the phone.
All we ask is for three days notice so that we can organise a room and
food etc. There is a suggested donation of £10 per night to cover costs of
food and heating etc. if you can afford it, however, if you cannot afford it,
don’t let it stop you from coming!
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Sacred Heart House
46 James Street, Cookstown, Co. Tyrone, Northern Ireland BT80 8LT
Tel: 028 867 66377 Fax: 028 867 62247 E-mail: info@thetwopatricks.org

Events Celebrated
Corpus Christi
We celebrated the Feast of
the Body and Blood of Jesus
on Sunday 22 June. We
had our 3pm Community
Prayers and then joined
in with the celebration
in our local chapel. Our
parish celebrates this Day
with a procession around
the town where everyone
walks with Jesus in the
Blessed Sacrament. Some
of the servants carried the
canopy which protected the
Monstrance and SonLight
guided the music during the
procession and also during
Benediction. This year was
particularly beautiful as the
First Communion children
dressed in their outfits strew
petals in front of Jesus,
paving the way up to the
Altar before Benediction. It
was a privileged Day where
we could show our faith in
Jesus. Thank You, Lord.
The Feast of
Sacred Heart and the
Immaculate Heart
The Feast of the Sacred
Heart began with a vigil at
10 o’clock on the Thursday
evening. It is one of the
most special nights and we
all look forward to it. We
the

believe that the Messages of
Love are a continuation of
the Devotion to the Sacred
Heart of Jesus.
Totally in control
This year Patrick joined
us and guided the Prayer
and song which was led
by SonLight.
This was
very special as Jesus guides
Patrick and many times
Patrick does not even know
what direction the vigil
will go! Jesus is totally in
control!
Old devotees
During the introduction,
Patrick spoke about the
Sacred Heart and how, from
as far back as the eleventh
and
twelfth
centuries,
devotion can be found. He
spoke of some of these old
devotees including Saint
Bonaventure, Saint Bernard
of Clairvaux, Saint Francis
De Sales, Saint Getrude the
Great and, of course, Saint
Margaret Mary.
The centre
He reminded us all of the
years past where the Sacred
Heart was the centre of each
home and each home was
consecrated to the Sacred
Heart. The Prayer Room
was just electric with the
Presence of Jesus and, at
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one time, I really thought if I
opened my eyes I would see
Jesus standing before us, His
Presence was so real and this
was shared by many during
the time of sharing which
followed. Many also shared
on feeling great touches
of Love and Peace and an
overwhelming feeling of the
Presence of Jesus.
Treasure
To summarise the whole
night, it was very, very
special, so beautiful and
one that we will all treasure
and hopefully remember
for a long time. The retreat
continued on during the day
with Community Prayers
an on Friday night, Patrick
joined us again for the vigil.
As well as guiding the Song
and Praise, he shared more
on the historical origins of
the Sacred Heart and used
many of the quotes given by

Jesus. ‘Learn from Me, I am
meek and humble of Heart’
and the Prayer which should
be constantly on our lips is
‘Oh, Most Sacred Heart of
Jesus, I place all my trust in
Thee.’
Immaculate heart
Our Retreat continued on
Saturday with some of the
prayers being offered for the
fight against abortion. Some
friends of the House joined
us and the Day was Peaceful
and joyful. A servant shared
readings from Song of the
Carpenter about aspects of
Mary’s earthly life and the
beautiful, selfless and giving
Person that She was... a
great example for all of us
who are trying to follow
Jesus!
Another lovely thing was
that a servant had baked
two cakes in the shape of
the Sacred Heart and the
Immaculate Heart. A lovely
part of our celebration!
And they tasted yummy as
well!
Saints Peter and Paul
day of Prayer
Sunday
concluded
the
Retreat with the celebration
of the Saints, Peter and Paul.
Prayers began at 3pm with

the Divine Mercy and the
Rosary. A servant then gave
an inspiring talk in which
they explained how Saints
Peter and Paul basically had
to completely change their
lives when they were called
by God.
The leader
Peter was a fisherman who
became the leader of the
Christian Church so he had
to change from doing heavy
manual work to leading and
building a spiritual nation!
Saint Paul changed from
persecuting Christians to
converting thousands to
Christ’s Teachings.
Very much in the same way
that Jesus called Peter and
Paul, He calls us too, to die
to ourselves. We too, are
challenged to change...
The Day concluded with
sharing in the Conference
Room.
Thank You, Jesus, for Your
Saints and for the gift of
Your Presence.
Our Lady
Mount Carmel
On Wednesday 16 July,
we celebrated the Feast
Day of Our Lady of Mount
Carmel.
Our Lady of Mount Carmel
is the title given to the
Blessed Virgin Mary in Her
role as patroness of the
Carmelite Order.
Brown Scapular
A servant explained about
the Brown Scapular and
how it came about. The first
Carmelites were Christian
hermits who lived on
Mount Carmel in the Holy
of
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Land. There was a holy man
called Simon Stock and he
prayed to the Blessed Virgin
to favour his Order with a
singular Privilege. Our Lady
appeared to him holding the
Brown Scapular in Her hand
saying, “This is for your
privilege. The one who dies
in it will be saved.” The
meaning of this promise was
that Carmelite religious who
persevered in their vocation
would be saved.
Twelve promises
In the sixteenth century,
the Carmelites began giving
the Brown Scapular to lay
people who wanted to be
affiliated with the Order
and it became very popular
as a sacramental. There are
twelve promises attached
to the wearing the Brown
Scapular but basically it is to
keep the Commandments
daily
Prayer,
Mass
attendance on holy days of
obligation and on Sunday
and monthly Confession.
Pope John Paul II stated
that the “most genuine
form of devotion to the
Blessed Virgin, expressed
by the humble sign of the
Scapular, is consecration to
Her Immaculate Heart.”
The Day concluded with
our usual Wednesday Night
Prayer Meeting.
King of Love
The King of Love is one of
our own Feast Days that
Jesus, Himself, gave to
us through the Messages
of Love. It is always very
special to us for this reason.
Patrick gave the introduction

and explained how Jesus
asked for the King of Love
image because He wanted
to be seen as willing to
Suffer again and again for
Love of us.
Deep Love
He went on to say, once we
begin to feel the deep Love
of the Sacred Heart and
when we ask for His Love,
beg for His Mercy for souls
to bring them to Him, that
is when He is most pleased,
because we become a cistern
that Love can be poured
out to others. A cistern is
constantly being emptied
and refilled. So, too, with
us and the Love of Jesus. Be
filled, give it away, be filled,
give it away... We want to
be spiritually greedy, we

want it all for ourselves but
Jesus wants us to reach out
and give others His Love.
A candle gives light and it
loses nothing of its light by
lighting another candle. We,
like that candle, should give
our light to others. Many
times our love is a pretence.
The world draws us by its
glitter and we are drawn
away from Jesus. If we are
to become these vessels, we
must throw everything out of
ourselves. Our worries, our
sins etc. We must become
empty. This is about giving
to Jesus.
Call on Jesus
Call on Jesus’ Presence
within us for Him alone, to
return that Love to Him.
Patrick continued to guide

us
in
praise
and song
and,
I
must say,
SonLight
Music
Ministry
w e r e
fabulous.
T h e
Presence of Jesus was so
strong, the Peace was
amazing and many shared
after how they had been
touched in a powerful way.
Jesus is spoiling us, pouring
His Love out like a waterfall
over us.
Let us be that candle for
Jesus, be the light that
shines Jesus’ Love, bringing
souls to Him.

Events to Come
Prayers begin at 12pm unless
otherwise stated
Feast of
Saint Teresa Benedicta
of the Cross (Edith Stein)
Saturday 9 August
Feast of
The Assumption of Mary
Friday 15 August
Walk Against Abortion
Saturday 16
August
Gathering at 2.45
Feast of Blessed
Mother Teresa of
Calcutta
Friday 5 September

Birthday of Mary
Monday 8
September
The Exaltation and
Triumph of the
Cross
Sunday 14
September
Prayers begin at 3pm
Feast of Saint Pio
Tuesday 23 September
Feast of the
Archangels
Monday 29
September
Feast of Saint
Thérèse
Wednesday 1
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October
Feast of the
Guardian Angels
Thursday 2
October
Feast of Saint
Francis
Saturday 4 October
The House will be closed
on Sunday 5 October
Weekend with the Patricks
Friday 10 October to
Sunday 12 October
First Friday Vigils
from 10pm - 2am:
Friday 5 September and
Friday 3 October 2014

Saint Michael House
50 Tynemouth Road, Tottenham, London. N15 4AX.
Tel: 0208 808 0732 E-mail: st.michaels@blueyonder.co.uk

Assisted Dying Bill
Passed without a vote
On 18 July, members of
the House of Lords voted
on Lord Falconer’s Assisted
Dying Bill at its second
reading. The bill passed
without a vote. This means
the bill will now pass on to
the House of Commons. If
it becomes law, it will allow
mentally competent adults,
who are deemed to be
terminally ill and have been
given only six months to live
the right to end their life
by lethal injection and the
person who ‘assists’ them
will not be prosecuted. It
is well known that doctors’
predictions
of
survival
times can be unreliable and
assessment of mental capacity
is not straightforward.
Oppose it
The majority of UK
doctors, the British Medical
Association, the Royal
Colleges of Physicians and
General Practitioners, the
Association for Palliative
Medicine,
the
British
Geriatric Society and all
major disability rights groups
in Britain oppose it.
Deep-seated
‘Not Dead Yet,’ a network
of disabled people in the

UK, said in response to the
Bill:
“...the campaign to legalise
assisted suicide reinforces
deep-seated beliefs that the
lives of sick and disabled
people are not worth as
much as other people’s.
That if you are disabled or
terminally ill, it’s not worth
being alive.
“Disabled people want help
to live - not die.”
The duty to die
Another group opposed to
assisted suicide ‘Care Not
Killing’ said:
“Any change in the law
to allow assisted suicide (a
form of euthanasia) would
inevitably place pressure on
vulnerable people to end
their lives so as not to be
a burden on others,” they
continued.
“These pressures would be
particularly acutely felt at a
time of economic recession
when many families are
struggling to make ends
meet and health budgets
are being slashed, especially
when fears about the NHS
are actually fuelling support
for assisted suicide. The
so-called right to die can so
easily become the duty to
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die.”

A burden
In Oregon State, forty
nine percent of those who
secured assisted suicide in
2012 said they didn’t want
to be a burden on family
and friends and only twenty
eight percent gave the
reason as insufficient pain
management.
Easy to manipulate
Even though safeguards
would be put in place in this
country initially, they would
be easy to manipulate and
the floodgates would soon
open as in many other
countries.
Andrew Sims, Emeritus
Professor of Psychiatry,
warned that the evidence
shows that so-called safe
guards are incapable of
protecting
vulnerable
people. “Once the broad
principle has been accepted,
then elderly, disabled and
depressed people will feel
pressure, whether real or
imagined, to end their lives
so as not to be a financial or
emotional burden.”
Accepted now for children
In Belgium, we have seen
that euthanasia has been
accepted now for children

who make it known they
want to die. Half of all
cases of euthanasia are not
reported and some nurses
who perform euthanasia
illegally do so without
patient consent.
In the
Netherlands, babies with
spina bifida have been given
lethal injections and many
patients with dementia
have
been
euthanized
(carenotkilling.org.uk).
Start of a ‘slippery slope’
Christian Concern reported
on 11 July:
European assisted suicide
watchdog, Professor Theo
Boer, has warned MPs and
peers that the legalisation
of assisted suicide would be
the start of a ‘slippery slope’
towards the widespread
killing of sick and vulnerable
people in the UK.
‘Default mode’
Speaking ahead of the
Second Reading of Lord
Falconer’s Assisted Dying
Bill, Professor Boer said his
warnings were based on the
Netherlands’ experience of

legalising assisted suicide ten
years ago, which has seen the
number of deaths double in
the past six years. He noted
that assisted suicide in the
Netherlands had gone from
being a last resort to now
being a normal procedure,
with the practice on the
way to becoming a ‘default
mode’ of dying for cancer
patients.
Sensationally
The professor, who formerly
supported the provision of
assisted suicide, said: “I used
to be a supporter of the
Dutch law. But now, with
twelve years of experience, I
take a very different view.”
I was shocked to hear that
two prominent members
of the Anglican Church (so
called men of God) have
come out in favour of the
bill. A report in the Daily
Mail 11 July stated:
Former
Archbishop of
Canterbury, George Carey,
has tonight sensationally
come out in favour of the
right to die.
“Thou shalt
not kill!”
The
exhead of the
Church of
England
revealed
that he had
dropped
his
longstanding
opposition
to
the
legalisation
of assisted
dying – and
declared
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that it would not be ‘antiChristian’ to change the
law.
Lord Carey warned that
by
opposing
reform,
the Church he led risks
‘promoting anguish and
pain, the very opposite of a
Christian message of hope.’
Following
this
another
former
Anglican
Archbishop,
Desmond
Tutu, also proclaimed his
support for this Bill!
I wonder have they taken
the Commandment of God
into consideration “Thou
shalt not kill!”
An abortion industry
On the other hand, Mark
Davies, the bishop of
the Catholic diocese of
Shrewsbury,
condemned
efforts to present assisted
suicide as a matter of
“compassion.” “It is far
from compassionate to
remove the legal protections
provided for some of the
most vulnerable members
of society.”
“If
parliament
allows
exceptions to the laws which
protect the very sanctity
of human life, it would be
impossible to predict where
this will end.” He likened
it to the legalization of
abortion in most of the UK
in 1967 “in limited and
exceptional circumstances”
that has grown to an abortion
industry, killing nearly two
hundred thousand a year.
See the truth
Jesus said in a Message on
30 June:
“...My children, I am calling
you to open your eyes

and see the truth of what
is happening in this world
around you.
Can you not see the influx
of sin into every part of your
society?
Can you not see the
governments of this world

bring out laws that corrupt
My children into believing
that sin is just?
Can you not read the signs of
your times?...”
But He always gives us
hope:
“Come, My beloved children,

do not despair of the times
that you live in. Even though
you see the darkness progress
into all parts of your society,
know that I am with you...”
Sunday 6 July 2014

The Holy Scriptures
Matthew 6:9-13
A Personal View
9. Thus therefore shall you
pray:
Our Father…
Father…from whom I came,
to whom I belong. In whom
I have my being. In whom
I trust, completely.
Who art in heaven….
Who dwells in the Spirit
of Eternal Love, the Spirit
of God. Found in Love,
found in surrender.
Hallowed be Thy name….
May Your Powerful and
holy Name be revered and
used against darkness to
bring healing and wholeness
to the world.
10. Thy Kingdom come….
I open my heart to Your
Ways of Love, to live in
Your Ways here on earth.
Thy Will be done on
earth...
May I become Your Hands,
Feet and Lips that You may
use me to do Your Will here
on earth.
As it is in Heaven….
In Your Kingdom, Your very
look, Your very murmur is

watched for and obeyed…..
instantly.
May we find the wisdom to
follow You with complete
abandon.

11. Give us this day our
supersubstantial1 bread…
Help me to live in the Present
Moment where You fill me
with everything I need.
12. And forgive us our
debts…
Wash away our sins with
Your Blood, take away the
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guilt and the shame which
blocks me from You, that
we may be reconciled as
One, once more.
As we forgive our debtors…
To remain in You is to
remain in Love. To remain
in Love I must forgive
immediately. If not, I lose
my peace, I lose You.
13. And lead us not into
temptation…
We must always be conscious
of our own weaknesses and
our inclinations to err and
pray to God against it.
But deliver us from evil,
But save us from our own
rebellion, the attraction of
sin, the smoke-screen of
materialism and the wiles
of lucifer.
Thank You, Father. I place
all my trust in Thee.
Amen….
1
Supersubstantial bread: In
Saint Luke the same word is
rendered daily bread. It is
understood of the bread of
life, which we receive in the
Blessed Sacrament.

_

The Plight of Others
The Plight of the Lonely
Loneliness capital of Europe
A recent survey by the
Office for National Statistics
voted Britain ‘the loneliness
capital of Europe!’ This is
because we are less likely
to have strong friendships
or know our neighbours
in comparison to the
inhabitants of any other
country in the EU.
It is sad to say, some elderly
people depend upon a
phone call from a person
working in a charity, a mere
stranger, as their only means
of conversation.
Bad for the health
Another survey, conducted
by The Silver Line in 2013,
discovered two and a half
million older people in
Britain described themselves
as lonely.
Loneliness
affects
our
health. Researchers in the
University of Chicago, in a
report entitled ‘Rewarding
Social
Connections
Promote Successful Ageing’
discovered that feeling
lonely could disrupt sleep,
raise blood pressure and
lower the immune system.
It increased the risk of
heart attacks, dementia and
depression. Those feeling
isolated from others were
fourteen percent more likely
to have an early death and

thus, loneliness is proving
to be as bad for the health
as smoking fifteen cigarettes
per day!
Increasingly doing it alone
The percentage of houses
being occupied by one
person has doubled over
the past forty years. We
are living longer and
increasingly doing it alone it
would seem.
These days everyone seems
to be busy. A lot of us are
out working long hours to
pay large debts because we
get what we want, when we
want it.
A great lack of love
There is a breakdown in
community relations as we
are more inclined to keep to
ourselves and want others
to keep to themselves, not
to bother us. In a nutshell,
there is a great lack of
love these days and a big
increase in selfishness due to
the lack of God in our lives.
There is also a decrease in
volunteering as people these
days prefer to work for a
charity who pays them a
wage. There is a big decline
in spirituality and doing
good.
Discovered dead
Every week we hear of
men and women who are
discovered dead in their
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homes, some of whom
have been dead for years!
People have disappeared,
unnoticed by anyone. An
Irish pensioner, James Gray,
placed an advertisement
in a paper for someone to
spend Christmas with him
because he couldn’t bear to
spend his tenth consecutive
Christmas by himself!
Not only the elderly
It is not only the elderly
who feel lonely, The Lonely
Society, in a 2010 report
commissioned by the Mental
Health Foundation, revealed
that sixty percent of people
aged between eighteen and
thirty four spoke of often
feeling lonely.
Early thirties
Emily White, author of
Lonely: Learning to Love
with Solitude, was in her
early thirties when she
started
feeling
chronic
loneliness. It was during a
time in her life when she
started a new job, her father
died and everyone she knew
seemed to be getting married
and having babies.
She
found herself going to the
shops just to exchange some
words with the cashier. She
had an impressive job and
was earning a lot of money
- to the onlooker she had
no problems and was doing

_
well. No one detected the
real truth.
Easy targets
Stay at home mums,
immigrants are also easy
targets for feeling isolated
and even married people
are not immune to being
lonely.
JAMA Internal Medicine
reported last year that
62.5% of married people
felt lonely. They published
that even the size of a family
did not matter. Some under

twenty five year olds who
are surrounded by others
in classrooms, or nightclubs
have said they felt lonely.
A world full of people
Social network sites are a
great way for connecting
with others but many times
they really disconnect us
and create a barrier towards
genuine human interaction.
Some people on twitter
with one hundred thousand
followers say they still feel
lonely.

Jesus will lead us
For someone to feel lonely
in a world full of people is
so very sad. But we can
change this. Let’s be more
aware of those around us
both in our families and
in our neighbourhoods.
Let’s be approachable and
friendly and check in on our
neighbours, especially if they
are elderly or disabled. Jesus
will lead us if we ask Him.

There are Wars
and Rumours of
Wars

Israel and Palestine
It has been plastered all over
the news in recent weeks
about the war between Israel
and Palestine.
We have
seen or heard of graphic
and disturbing scenes where
children have been shot
and blown up by bombs
and bullets in a fight that is
not of their making! These
children do not deserve to
die.
I actually do not know who
is right and who is wrong
but I know that children
having their brains blown
out is not from God! Other
peoples suffering is easy for
us to forget about because
we can turn off our TVs,
our radios and close our

newspapers. But there is no
respite for the people living
through this suffering and if
we knew them or if this was
happening to us, we would
be on our knees praying for
Gods Mercy and Peace in
our land.
Please keep these poor
people in your prayers. Pray
to God that these senseless
killings
stop
sooner
rather
than later.

Syria and Iraq
In Syria and
Iraq we have
heard
how
the
extremist
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Muslim group ISIS have
been painting the Arabic
letter ‘N’ on houses where
Christians live. The ‘N’ is
for Nazarene i.e Jesus. This
denotes that the family in
the property are Christian
and they are later killed
by the extremists. Simply
because they are Christians.
It seems like nothing is
sacred any more in these
times. Hatred abounds with
seemingly no stopping it.
God help us all...

#

The Wisdom of John Paul II
On the Christian Family in
the Modern World
Apostolic Exhortation
of His Holiness,
Pope John Paul II
Continued
57. The Christian family’s
sanctifying role is grounded
in baptism and has its highest
expression in the eucharist,
to which Christian marriage
is intimately connected.
The
Second
Vatican
Council drew attention
to the unique relationship
between the eucharist and
marriage by requesting
that “marriage normally be
celebrated within the Mass.”
To understand better and
live more intensely the
graces and responsibilities
of Christian marriage and
family life, it is altogether
necessary to rediscover and
strengthen this relationship.
The
eucharist
is
the
very source of Christian
marriage. The eucharistic
sacrifice in fact represents
Christ’s covenant of love
with the church, sealed with
his blood on the cross. In
this sacrifice of the new and
eternal covenant, Christian
spouses
encounter
the
source from which their own
marriage covenant flows,
is interiorly structured and
continuously renewed. As
a representation of Christ’s
sacrifice of love for the

church, the eucharist is a
fountain of charity. In the
eucharistic gift of charity
the Christian family finds
the foundation and soul of
its “communion” and its
“mission”: By partaking in
the eucharistic bread, the
different members of the
Christian family become
one body, which reveals and
shares in the wider unity of
the church. Their sharing in
the body of Christ that is
“given up” and in his blood
that is “shed” becomes
a never-ending source of
missionary and apostolic
dynamism for the Christian
family.
58. An essential and
permanent part of the
Christian family’s sanctifying
role consists in accepting
the call to conversion that
the Gospel addresses to
all Christians, who do not
always remain faithful to the
“newness” of the baptism
that
constitutes
them
“saints.” The Christian
family too is sometimes
unfaithful to the law of
baptismal grace and holiness
proclaimed anew in the
sacrament of marriage.
Repentance and mutual
pardon within the bosom of
the Christian family, so much
a part of daily life, receive
their specific sacramental
expression
in Christian
penance. In the encyclical
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Humanae Vitae, Paul VI
wrote of married couples:
“And if sin should still keep
its hold over them, let them
not be discouraged, but
rather have recourse with
humble perseverance to
the mercy of God, which is
abundantly poured forth in
the sacrament of penance.”
The celebration of this
sacrament acquires special
significance for family life.
While they discover in faith
that sin contradicts not only
the covenant with God, but
also the covenant between
husband and wife and the
communion of the family,
the married couple and the
other members of the family
are led to an encounter
with God, who is “rich in
mercy,” who bestows on
them his love which is more
powerful than sin, and who
reconstructs and brings to
perfection the marriage
covenant and the family
communion.
59. The church prays for
the Christian family and
educates the family to live
in generous accord with
the priestly gift and role
received from Christ the
high priest. In effect, the
baptismal priesthood of
the faithful exercised in
the sacrament of marriage
constitutes the basis of a
priestly vocation and mission
for the spouses and family

#
by which their daily lives are
transformed into “spiritual
sacrifices acceptable to God
through Jesus Christ.” This
transformation is achieved
not only by celebrating the
eucharist and the other
sacraments and through
offering themselves to the
glory of God, but also
through a life of prayer,
through prayerful dialogue
with the Father, through
Jesus Christ, in the Holy
Spirit.
Family prayer has its own
characteristic qualities. It is
prayer offered in common,
husband and wife together,
parents
and
children
together. Communion in
prayer is both a consequence
of and a requirement for the
communion bestowed by
the sacraments of baptism
and matrimony. The words
with which the Lord Jesus
promises his presence can
be applied to the members
of the Christian family in a
special way: “Again I say to
you, if two of you agree on
earth about anything they
ask it will be done for them
by my Father in heaven.
For where two or three are
gathered in my name, there
am I in the midst of them.”
Family prayer has for its
very own object family
life itself, which in all its
varying circumstances is
seen as a call from God and
lived as a filial response to
his call. Joys and sorrows,
hopes and disappointments,
births
and
birthday
celebrations,
wedding
anniversaries of the parents,

departures, separations and
homecomings,
important
and far-reaching decisions,
the death of those who are
dear, etc. - all of these mark
God’s loving intervention in
the family’s history. They
should be seen as suitable
moments for thanksgiving,
for petition, for trusting
abandonment of the family
into the hands of their
common Father in heaven.
The dignity and responsibility
of the Christian family as
the domestic church can
be achieved only with
God’s unceasing aid, which
will surely be granted if it
is humbly and trustingly
petitioned in prayer.
60. By reason of their
dignity
and
mission,
Christian parents have the
specific responsibility of
educating their children in
prayer, introducing them
to gradual discovery of
the mystery of God and
to personal dialogue with
him: “It is particularly
in the Christian family,
enriched by the grace and
the office of the sacrament
of matrimony, that from the
earliest years children should
be taught, according to the
faith received in baptism, to
have a knowledge of God,
to worship him and to love
their neighbor.”
The concrete example
and living witness of
parents is fundamental
and irreplaceable in
educating their children
to pray. Only by praying
together with their
children can a father
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and mother - exercising their
royal priesthood - penetrate
the innermost depths of
their children’s hearts and
leave an impression that the
future events in their lives
will not be able to efface.
Let us again listen to the
appeal made by Paul VI
to parents: “Mothers, do
you teach your children
the
Christian
prayers?
Do you prepare them, in
conjunction with the priests,
for the sacraments that they
receive when they are young:
confession,
communion
and confirmation? Do you
encourage them when they
are sick to think of Christ
suffering, to invoke the aid
of the Blessed Virgin and
the saints? Do you say the
family rosary together? And
you, fathers, do you pray
with your children, with the
whole domestic community,
at least sometimes? Your
example of honesty in
thought and action, joined
to some common prayer, is
a lesson for life, an act of
worship of singular value.
In this way you bring peace
to your homes: Par huic
domui. Remember, it is
thus that you build up the
church.”
Continued next month

Annual Pilgrimage to Shrines in Poland
Thursday 18 to Tuesday 30 September 2014
12 nights Non-profit
£490
€615
Jesus has asked that we make a good pilgrimage and stay with Him within our hearts at all times.
A non-refundable deposit of £100/€125 is required to book.

Travelling by minibus from the Sacred Heart House of Prayer, some of the places
we will be visiting are:
Germany: Staying in Saint Nikolaus House of Prayer in Colditz, Germany.
Including Mass in Saint Raphael Chapel and a two hour guided tour of Colditz
Castle.
Czech Republic: Visiting the Shrine of the Infant Jesus of Prague.
Poland: Staying in Saint Stanislaus House of Prayer.
Czestochowa: Two nights at Czestochowa - Sanctuary of Jasna Gora, the Black
Madonna, Poland’s famous National Shrine.
Auschwitz Concentration Camp: A three and a half hour guided tour. In this
place we can see plainly what NOT loving one another can do. We are visiting
this memorial in order to remind us of what man is capable of when he forgets
his God and no longer loves. We go there to help us forget about ourselves and
remember all those poor people who suffered and were tortured so that we as
Christians make sure this never happens again.
Birthplace of Saint John Paul: A visit to the birthplace of Saint John Paul in
Wadowice, which has been turned into a museum and includes his personal
belongings from when he was Father Karol Wojtyła.
Divine Mercy Sanctuary: Staying overnight at Divine Mercy Sanctuary. “The
Divine Mercy of Jesus is the Love that He has for mankind flowing from His Most
Sacred Heart...” Saint Faustina to the Patricks, Sunday 9 November 1997.
For further details and a full itinerary, please contact the Sacred Heart House of Prayer.

This Newsletter has been published by:
An Invitation to Love Jesus, The Sacred Heart House of Prayer,
46 James Street, Cookstown, Co. Tyrone,
BT80 8LT Northern Ireland.
Tel: 0044 (0) 28 867 66377 Fax: 0044 (0) 28 867 62247
Approved Charity No: XR 21806
E-mail: info@thetwopatricks.org
Websites: www.thetwopatricks.org.uk www.aitlj.multiply.com/
www.youtube.com/user/invitationlovejesus www.sonlightmusic.org.uk
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Sacred Heart

Thank you
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Dear ...all at the Sacred
Heart House of Prayer,
Greetings in the Name of
Jesus and Mary! Many
thanks for the recent
Newsletter.
Please find enclosed
something towards your
expenses which is sent
with prayers for your
continued work in Jesus’
Name. Please do not
acknowledge
receipt
as this is shown on my
bank statement – many
thanks!
Thank you for your
continued prayers for
us all, especially my
daughter – praise be to
Jesus!
...God Bless you all in all
that you do.
Yours in Jesus and Mary,
H.

Happy memories

Dear ...all,
I am so sorry to have
taken so long to send my
subscription but I’m 86
years old now and my
memory is terrible, you
probably have sent me a
reminder but then I put
it down and forget about
it. Please bear with me
and accept the enclosed.
I love to receive your
Newsletters so that I
know what you have all
We

been up to. I have very
happy memories of the
pilgrimage I shared with
you and nothing will ever
take them away.
Love and God Bless you
all, Nancy.

Great anticipation

Dear friends in Jesus,
With joy and great
anticipation I opened the
recent Newsletter. I was
not disappointed.
I was humbled, uplifted
and greatly encouraged
to read the prophesy, 16
April, where Jesus invited
all of us to be ready for
Pentecost and then with
hearts that are opened
we will receive His Gifts.
“You shall be like pillars
that stand strong, pillars
of marble, pillars that I
can depend upon.”
How beautiful is that!
Can Jesus really depend
on us? How many times
do we receive His Gifts
and not even realise it
or share them – keeping
them for ourselves.
Jesus says “I can only
give the Love that you
have opened your heart
to. Open it fully, My
children, My Gifts shall
flow like rivers through
to My children.”
There is much to
contemplate here.

use the letters you write in the

Postbag

and normally just use the first name of

the writer as the only piece of personal information.
us using your letter in the
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In that same Newsletter
we see sadly that the debt
for the Work of Jesus’
House and all connected
to it has risen.
The debt does not
belong to the Patricks
but to all of us who have
the great privilege and
responsibility of receiving
the Messages.
Let us all open our
hearts wide and make it
disappear quickly.
How little Jesus asks of
each one of us. He does
not need our money but
we prove that we are
trying to die to self by
giving freely and willingly
with hearts that are open,
of the God-given Gifts
we have been Blessed to
receive throughout our
lives – only through His
generosity.
I learned at my mother’s
knee when she gave of
the very little we had so
that others might have,
always assuring me that
God would provide for
us and He surely did.
Thank You, Jesus. It is
in giving that we receive.
Open our hearts, Lord,
so that we may see.
Yours in the Love of Jesus
and Mary, Mary.
PS: Cheque for …
enclosed.

Newsletter,

If

you have any objections to

please let us know.

The Sweetness

From whence does it come,
This Sweetness,
That Loves
Yet Burns
My heart?
And doubts assail me
As to the nature
Of its presence.
How can a dead thing burn?
For it is the sweet essence of a lover
And yet it burns
In a fiery pain.
And the pain is sweet
And its duty is to linger
And melt the “me” from me.
I call to this Heart,
That is a mountain
Of fiery flesh,
To cover me and hide me
For I have no perfection
But only in Him.
“Cover this nothingness” Made aware by the Sweetness –
“In Thine own Heart
For, fallen short of Thee,
It has nothing of itself.”
By Patrick Rushe
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